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Introduction

Just as cellular death (not "programmed", but self-organized, synchronized, historical) sculpts our

bodies in the course of embryogenesis ; just as it later allows to increase and modify our bodies, and

later on maintains them (when self-organized cellular death wanders, this is called cancer) oblivion is

what sculpts both conscious and unconscious knowledge. We are just as well made of what fell into

oblivion as we are made of the evidence of what remains, on which our attention tends to only focus.

Likewise, biological evolution which is a form of knowledge, or to perhaps put it better, which is

knowledge in action itself, is sculpted by oblivion. Oblivion of an immense number of living forms

that were once present in past geological eras, but of which only a few fragments remain active within

us.

As Gaston Bachelard said in his book Intuition of the Instant, nothingness accompanies us at every step.

And part of this nothingness that builds us is oblivion.

Surprisingly, the fundamental function of oblivion in the constitution of knowledge of all kinds has

hardly been brought to light, except in therapeutic driven ideas developed by the various psychological

doctrines, while neither its normal and daily functioning, nor its role in the development of knowledge

has been really elucidated, even in Biology - so far at least.

It may hence be suspected that a deeper attention paid to the mechanisms of forgetting and to what may

possibly be the structure of oblivion, could constitute a way of access to the functioning of the mind

(human or not) probably as important as dream.

What is proposed here is an exploration of the paths and geographies of oblivion, by artistic means (

usual or not) which quite often enabled revealing and expressing what is ordinarily mute. In the specific

case of oblivion, the idea would then be to identify aspects that may or may not be unspeakable, but

which were certainly yet unspoken.





Introduction

De même que la mort cellulaire (non pas «  programmée  » mais auto-organisée, synchronisée,

historique) sculpte nos corps dans le cours de l’embryogénèse et plus tard, les accroît et les

modifie, puis les maintient (au point que quand cette mort cellulaire erre cela s’appelle un cancer)

l’oubli est ce qui sculpte le savoir, conscient comme inconscient. Nous sommes tout aussi bien faits

de ce qui s’est laisser oublier que de l’évidence de ce reste de quoi notre attention s’obnubile.

De même, l’évolution biologique qui est une forme  de savoir, ou pour mieux dire peut-être, qui est

le savoir en acte lui-même, se trouve sculptée par l’oubli. L’oubli d’un nombre immense de formes

de vie qui eurent cours dans les ères géologiques passées, et dont quelques bribes seulement restent

actives en nous mêmes.

Comme le disait Gaston Bachelard dans L’Intuition de l’Instant, le néant nous accompagne à

chaque pas, et une part de ce néant qui nous construit, c’est l’oubli.

Etonnament, la fonction fondamentale de l’oubli dans la constitution des savoirs de tous ordres ne

s’est guère trouvée mise en lumière que dans les idées à visée thérapeutique developpées par les

diverses doctrines psychologiques, sans que ni son fonctionnement normal et quotidien, ni son rôle

dans l’élaboration des savoirs n’aient été véritablement élucidés, même en Biologie – du moins

jusqu’ ici.

On peut par conséquent penser qu’une attention portée aux mécanismes de l’oubli et à ce qui peut-

être le structure, pourrait constituer une voie d’accès au fonctionnement de l’esprit (humain ou pas)

probablement aussi importante que le rêve.

Ce qui est proposé ici, c’est une exploration des chemins et des géographies de l’oubli par des

moyens artistiques – usuels ou non – qui si ont souvent permis de révéler et d’exprimer ce qui

ordinairement se tait. Dans le cas précis de l’oubli, un indicible peut-être pas, mais à coup sûr, un

in-dit.





The Bird in the Horseshoe

(About the cover image)

A gift from heaven ?

An accident ?

A horseshoe brings luck… At least if it is put in the right direction.

It must be open above, if not the luck will fall out. I learned this by my mother.. .

Did the little bird know it ?

Or why did I found him in exactly this position ?

Did he believe to be lucky after putting himself in exactly this position ?

Or did he just fall down from the sky and landed in the center of the horseshoe by chance ?

Did he die when he hardly touched this windowsill while falling ?

Or was he dead already when landing there ?

Questions after questions.. . .

They are senseless because i never will get an answer.

Nonetheless these questions can occupy myself the whole day.

This little bird has a story, an interesting one.

An enigmatic one… The mystery of his destiny is avoiding oblivion.

I am always thinking of this little creature and its special end.

I never won't forget it.

Zazie





Mon chat!

The world, upside down, this orb in free fall

It spins wildly out of control while butterflies dance on the noses of cats – cats

enthralled by the prospects of pirates who jaunt about in hulking wrecks of Her

Majesties crumbling fleet, borrowed by thieves and rogues slowly being picked off by

the plundering rebels who sail the seas in search of treasures and treason with pride and

bravado they terrorize the elitists whose transport is the ship – about to be boarded by

murderers and thieves ––

Still, the cats dance and freely meow in joy, whilst prancing about and stalking their

prey to bravely eliminate the vermin who enter and depart when these ships come to

port.

RATS!

These water-beasts are the toys of the regiments of cats who dispatch their disease laden

furry enemies. Enticing them with a meowl or two, a flash of talons andpromises of

pyramid shaped cheeses, but ready to pounce!

Ships now flying the colors of their own anarchic flag: the Jolly Roger.

Under the flag of the skull and crossbones everyone is fair game –– even the rats who

run amok on every deck, and their tormentors, the cats! Prancing and prowling the ship

for nourishment

Pouncing on vermin they share their booty with these ragged human vagabonds in

search of: More loot.

No time for negotiations, let the blood-letting begin! Who is keeping score? Will the

pirate or cat win? Running circles in a frenzy, the corpses pile up! Cat over rat but

pirates prefer the shiny coin the sparkling diamond, a strategic mistake! When the battle

is over and the booty is spread, 30 days on the high seas without sustenance or sleep



the pirates desperate, and shiny glass and metals, the seducer of men no longer seem

prized.

They strike up a bargain to reward their feline friends with tales of tuna fish awaiting

ravenous needs. No settling for disease-infested rats! No sheltering under parasols

flying “the colors”. Just fish galore!

But the pirates lie to the little kitties, as the open sea yawns its miles and miles of salt

laden water. The drink that drives men mad.

But dozens of cats now fill the ship weeping for port to arrive.

None appears: North, South, East, West.

“Here kitty kitty” these devils with two tongues inveigle heir furry friends, hoping to at

last have sustenance for the long journey home.

Now that the rat population isn’t even enough for a half-dozen cats–– so when that runs

out…

But these plunderers forgot one simple thing: cats never share their food–– but they can

unwittingly share the Black Plague…

Richard Misiano-Genovese [2021]













Divine Ritual

In the fire of the ceremonial feasts repeated of dangers

In the fire the green fairies disappeared

In fire the deprivation of the senses

In fire the book part of God and sections through the eyes

In fire the master opens the old tree wave of the forest

In fire the book and productions return to God

In the fire they told the confused feelings

In fire prodigious contacts and violent kisses

In the fire they return to God the touch and caress

In the fire died with pleasure the dry land

In fire the ultimate passion of my life is transformed

And fire offers a piece of you.

Bella Gamela































Tiny Rain (On trains

Early meteors

slightly succumbing

beneath your cannons swiveling

toward where I sit drinking your coffee.

(What should the best kingdoms say

that is sweeter than these axes.

“If I burn the flowers

who will starve

there in the shadows of trains

emeralds are still hatching.

Dale Houstman







L’Oubli Divinatoire

Faux souvenirs et sentiments de déjà vu; aux changements de saisons, l’arôme du café frôle

des surfaces métalliques.

L’Agartha gesticule. De Sirius, le chanvre scrute les désastres intimes.

Le roi du monde accumule les ténèbres radieuses. Son complice a dissimulé les substitutions

frauduleuses, antérieures au langage. Les plus sublimes contradictions frôlent la météorologie.

Le moment déploie ses indices ambigus et vertigineux, à l’emplacement qui convient.

La mégalomanie encombre son destin. Le hasard s’empourpre. De vagues souvenirs

d’ impressions oniriques s’enroulent autour de l’épine dorsale. Un couloir holographique se

rapproche. La Toison d’Or fond comme de la cire. Des gestes simples, à peine perceptibles,

préparent les noces du subconscient et de la rationalité critique.

La grenouille thoracique décèle les qualités de l’ initiable. Les mélodies divinatoires annoncent

les étapes d’une investiture furtive. Les coïncidences suggestive s’accumulent. De vagues

souvenirs d’ impressions oniriques améliorent la netteté de l’ image. Le hasard devient d’une

précision angélique.

David Nadeau





Wet Stars

Multi-storied lover

bellows on the older beach.

Winds from the 21st Century

the superb odor of German watchcraft.

We had disappeared from disapproving.

We had lived within the spectacle.

The Sun went digging for our breaths.

In the spectacle.

Pockets on every toilet

holding one final coffee.

Waves in braided dresses.

Twilight’s bone mirror.

Dale Houtsman













City trash

Tree branches

Forgotten tree branches sprout from the sky

The city's trash is free with no hands to attack

Forgotten trees sprout from the sky

The city's trash is free with no hands to attack

In my arms a neglected cat doll

Under the car tires, footsteps, shoes that no one sees

Only street dogs and cats look and care for them

They bark and meow when they get a careless object.

A parade descends from the stars to give them an identity

Play bags with homeless children made them happy

A swarm of ants delighted by a forgotten piece of candy

City trash lights up its land like stars

Ghadah Kamal

















This Reluctant Nothing

Style holds no future, composed thing.

You are entire in leisure and done with labor

that virtual employment from which time leaks

an oil that is essential to fantasies

yet representative of

the rough reversal of the fantastic

Her perfectly recognizable

far most famous edge of a rope.

Yellow flaxen everything

its own public secret

a poet’s favorite toy factory

a deep country congregation sad-browed

flourishing darkly its moles unpaid.

Yet just enough has survived

many times over until the beds are routine

and we lean upon them

desiring the soft proportion

forcing the compassions unstill

shaking forward into fashion

where destitution pools its strain of converse

in the mountains for sale

assuaged by spite.

Dale Houstman











In the Background, Always

Once a thought ourselves

in a lateness of glass

(taken for a memory, white doors

in arrival wholly impatient,

an ape of minutes slumped

into hours, never weighted down

by legal hurts, greenery of midnight)

attendant upon the cresting family dream

of one giant sail above the slaughter field,

harboring the criminal nobility

(and some smaller angels, nodding

on our shivering beds, rotting

in conversations as hunger donates

to our intelligences, our wine of discipline.

Dale Houstman









There were things (fairytale

there were things which nodded at them

as if they were once more

singing thermometers in the rain

and in the landscape

beneath the industry sconces

while a stranger waves down a rider

where did our backup drive the drift

to fund the buttoned-up semblance

fingered in the portico by tango

Dale Houstman





O My City

O my city

Where are your forgotten volcanic fingers?

O my city :

Your music floats in the free-falling magnet nebula on the foreheads of your zebras

Always remember them

To take off the spikes in your decadent boobs.

O my city chewed in the mouths of your cement elephants

my city; The thick ropes are moving upwards

3D scene /O my city

Brothel / downtown Cairo

Winter 2060

Amputated head and half a mouth wants to laugh

The eyes of the shattered

mannequins lying on the remains of the sidewalk plead for nothing in panting pain

The wood crackles in rebellion, so that the whole scene becomes mute ashes

O my labyrinth of thirst and a long silence

The blood staining extractor carries fire

from the backyard of the brain

to me

4D scene

And the barbaric lust for hugging the prostitutes of the thirties who developed biological and

owned one hole at the bottom, leather hoses enter it and it has another job, from which

volcanic energy comes out at night that releases brothel wolves

to me





higher

floating in the sky

In successive flashes / spasms

The smell of pineapple clitoris numbs the atmosphere of the mummified city.

They have claws drenched in their pallor

The smell of pineapple clitoris numbs the atmosphere of the mummified city.

They have claws drenched in their pallor

The most beautiful deaths are the ones we say after

"Let's wipe the remnants of the seminal cascade from our bodies."

in the name of desire

winged cry

Rebellion birds spit out their magnetic waves

The scene is false

There is only a yard

Statue of a basalt dick

and death

Death, death, death.

This god is stave

bank guard

Magical Sex Oils

the family

Honour

Life as a median tumor

Striptease religious dance in the air

glow virus farm

Boats flip over on shredded asphalt cracks





Tales of an ancient wind

braking duration

when I will be a tree

or a fountain pen

I will sleep indefinitely

I will create in the cells of the outcasts

Ants of background dances

Geeks who wander about in the slumber of the circular slavery trap

Mohsen Elbelasy





















Fairy Tale of Vienna

The fairy tale began when a snowflake flew in my face one afternoon. It melted in a split

second and yet it seems to me to be an eternity to this day. That moment was forever. He

reminds himself that he doesn't need anyone to be thought. We all don't remember. Neither did

the snowflake itself. But the memory is the moment itself.

Uly Paya



The Forgotten Town

It was war. The year is 1945. In the forest near Vienna, a small town emerged that only served

to shoot down planes. There were bunkers, houses, machines, guns and people for that. Today

everything is empty when you walk through this forest. Only this hydrant is in the middle of

the forest. A memorial to a forgotten time. Who knows, maybe honey will come out too and

people don't remember why! That is why it is allowed to stand for another 100 years.

Uly Paya



The Antigravitation of Nature

Which direction can we best forget? And how do we have to turn so that we understand how

best to remember?

Uly Paya

What can you forget about an Atom

What can you forget about an atom? Everything and nothing at the same time! What about the

transformation, the change of atoms and molecules and all those atomic kisses that we haven't known

about for millions of years? Why should we even know anything about it? So do we do our soul the

pleasures and do we better forget before the possibility of forgetting drives us crazy? But do not mourn!

Oblivion doesn't actually exist at all, it's just a contemplation of atoms shifting. It is just a human protest

to give meaning to the billions of layers of movements in being. Oblivion does not have to be thought,

longed for or pronounced. It is a sign of human inadequacy to see the whole. Nothing more. It is a trick

to celebrate egocentrism and only serves as a curtain on reality

Uly Paya



Shopping Behind the House

There was a time when a person could go out to buy something. We called it shopping. Today

none of that exists anymore. We don't remember either. But sometimes we find strange parts

behind the house.

Uly Paya



Tsunami

It was the year 2004 when a huge tsunami with a magnitude of 9.1 and the epicenter 85 km off

the northwest coast of the Indonesian island of Sumatra visited the world.

The next day I went skiing on a mountain in Carinthia, southern Austria, and saw this face in

the snow. It's a photo, not a montage, I just rotated it 90 degrees. It reflects the tsunami that hit

not only people but the whole world. Everything seems to be remembered. So everything

could forget everything.

Uly Paya









Las Calles Olvidadas

Las calles olvidadas, las tiendas destruidas, el paso de un huracán silencioso y cruel, deja

impregnado la belleza de lo ruin. Traspaso los muros para ver a través de ellos, el olvido de si

mismo, en el polvo de las oxidadas cadenas de metal, el cielo al fondo dotando de esplendor la

herida abierta entre el silencio colonizado de este paradigma, hecho de aliento hondo, y fuego

gris sobre la inmensa cadena de injusticias.

Verónica Cabanillas (Lima-Perú 1981)





















The whittled one

A story is a growth on itself

perches on white carousels.

Giraffes and orangutans occur

her domestic pond poised to happen.

The whittled one

and the closing of reading

in an arc of smoked trombones

captured in dim trenches

separate but equal laboratories.

Do the immigrants precipitate

upon the aristocrats too indiscreetly?

There were shoulders then.

And isn’t torture the purest gift left

given freely to children and admirers

in sylvan correspondence, lovely

Letters steaming like wedding money.

The Sun is duty-bound to the birds

and the birds duty-bound to the trees.

The trees only there by our edict

and documents fell shadows on our ropes.

The sky is astute. We hide our earnings

in these scribbles between nibbles

when we matter and mean to seem

Bewitching the stars and flies. Has March been cancelled.



Everywhere we beg and burrow

for crevices in our breaths like darling churches

anxiously we unlace the forums

from deeper pools of shaded dormitories.

We were believers in surgical knives

We were shepherds and shysters

We stand by our babbling books

Culture inebriants and guardians of nausea.

Dale Houstman









Couleurs

Aux affleurements de la nuit

lorsque ma tête neige

et s'enfuit

perle grise et lisse au creux de mon épaule

il oscille en moi d'étranges résonnances de vous

Et quand le jour se cabre

en ruptures subreptices du temps

mes doigts s'attardent aux objets

comme plie

lame

ma distance

Il faut enfouir ce savoir pourtant

et laisser l'attente me boire

car j 'aime tant ce moment-ci

où vous déferlez

déferlez en moi très lentement

comme une vague douce et chaude

Et jusqu'à ce long maintenant

sans doute

je n'avais vécu que d'échos

que vous m'adveniez si puissante

proche et distincte

source souple où je viens m'accorder

Pierre Petiot









Oblivion and Memory

There is a smell in the air as I am walking in the streets.

A smell very familiar to me that I simply had completely forgotten. What is it ?

I am trying hard to remember this special scent and slowly, very slowly some images are

entering my consciousness.

When I was a child, I always had a special kind of candy in my pockets and I suddenly

remember exactly how it looked like … A kind of little brick wrapped into a white aluminium

foil folded like a gift at both ends.

I close my eyes to better see it with my inner eyes and.. . Yes, here it is, in my hand. The feeling

became real, here is the little candy brick !

Slowly I remove the aluminium foil and the wonderful scent fills the air again.

I open my eyes and I am looking at my open empty hands, looking around me, wondering again

where this special smell could come from.

Nothing, nothing special… Only houses, some trees and street lamps but no evidence of this

aroma.

It just came out of my memory, this smell always was present inside myself but deeply buried

in my childhood memories.

A small detail in my life had sunken into oblivion just coming back to the surface of my feeling

of being here and now .

Without any reason, because memories don't need any reason to be.

They just are there.

Zazie



Mémoire et Oubli

Il y a une odeur spéciale dans l'air tandis que je marche dans les rues.

Une odeur qui m'est très familière et que j 'avais tout simplement complètement oubliée. Qu'est-

ce que c'est ?

J'essaie de me souvenir de ce parfum particulier, et lentement, très lentement, certaines images

entrent dans ma conscience.

Quand j 'étais enfant, j 'avais toujours un bonbon spécial dans mes poches et je me souviens

soudainement à quoi ça ressemblait exactement… Une sorte de petite brique enveloppée dans

une feuille d'aluminium blanche pliée comme un cadeau aux deux extrémités.

Je ferme les yeux pour mieux le voir avec mes yeux intérieurs et .. . Oui, le voici, dans ma main.

La sensation est devenu réelle, voici la petite brique de bonbon !

Lentement, j 'enlève le papier d'aluminium et le merveilleux parfum remplit à nouveau l'air.

J'ouvre les yeux et je vois mes mains vides ouvertes, je regarde autour de moi, me demandant

encore d'où pourrait venir cette odeur particulière.

Rien, rien de spécial… Seulement des maisons, quelques arbres et lampadaires mais aucune

trace de cet arôme.

C'est juste sorti de ma mémoire, cette odeur a toujours été présente en moi mais profondément

enfouie dans mes souvenirs d'enfance.

Un petit détail de ma vie qui était tombé dans l'oubli et qui vient juste de revenit à la surface de

mon sentiment d'ici et maintenant.

Sans aucune raison, parce que les souvenirs n'ont pas besoin de raison.

Ils sont là, simplement.

Zazie







The Facility

We were there. It happened fast. Sometimes the rose-colored stairway

led to an orange grove on the roof and sometimes

it was a dame shiny as a porcelain gas pipe.

Sometimes not.

If only behind every theater curtain there was

an Oklahoma spider orchid to feed

to the blue-eyed deer crawling

on the pink-and-black tile floor

you notice its smoky shoulders.

Gutter between lilacs.

White frothing trim.

None ofwhich matters. It never bothered the inhabitants. Yet

every New Year larger and larger

raindrops on the green army blankets” said the escapee

as they went out to the kitchen

leaving that little pale dustpan to escort their shrugs

all the way to the windmill. The reports poured in.

“There is something dying in the front seat.”

“The monsters ate the bread.”

We get cooled on Bolero Boulevard while leaning out toward the headlights.

This is a place. No movement.

Fear blew across the parking court.

The hands of the female croupier were architecture.

She had drainage.

She hired cops.

She built their small beds.

She built more drainage.

She hired cops.

She built their small beds.

She was the place.



Just now a moon fell hard and shackled

nin the late snowfall and the refreshed sauces.

The university bandolero still fits

but the brand face of the hydro-electric

Nimrod patsy in her dressing room

wilts.

There are plants joining the opposition.

There are plants who would murder us for giggles.

Then and only then one short dark man comes from every direction.

The citizens sleep in that dressing room every night

wearing their Pasadena overcoats.

They come to worship the famous drowned man.

Their sentimental portable nail files.

(What it comes down to.)

Turtle shell bruise comb.

(Memento. )

Ten windows per every broken vagueness.

(Legacy.)

The place.



1. A Lilac Caught in Cigarette Smoke

To disrupt the annual Parade Against Purpose, our shared body filled the rural

hatcheries, expanding until it smeared a yellow veneer over the vacant amusement chamber to

swell the blue fire drapes into alluring and censorious forms of governance, of uneasy

welcome.

The sun proxy fell upon a farm woman in tango with her large animal doctor between

the rows of standard tree-casts, behind the window of the gallery. The high gallery first

mentioned in that memo.

Our amatory linkages ribbon across the delicate saleswomen we see through the

window of the glove shop. They slather in kid leatherette the shadow oil across skins of

uninspected statuary. Yet and still perhaps we might hear a telephone deteriorating, the

ceiling’s sure snowfall. A stutter in the display case.

On the extreme left you can view the philosopher’s abandoned shrubbery, a private

carousel in a sanitarium. We had followed the farm woman this far to insert this quaint

blueprint in the Facility’s drinking garden, to broach October’s most luminous blonde, a

numbered card burning, a toy lighthouse at pier’s end. Inside the hall sequestration, The para-

shore birds from the farm women from the large animal doctors.

Behind the snowbound ceiling you hear the foolproof chimes and see an extraordinary

number of leaves in a pile, the poet recumbent. There is a minute left on his ticket and an open

book in use as an ashtray.

The farm woman swirls a feather about in the leaves. She secretes a blue shellac until

it flows across slots in a mirror and eventually fills two molds hidden in the darkness

underneath, constructing fresh patent leather for the interrogation gloves. The large animal

doctor signals, “Resistance must remain sociable.”



2. Something Is Being Eaten Only to End

The wire handled knife fell in the water just as we closed the door on the foyer. We

might hear it enter the pool inside yet behind the small white face wrapped in a cloth also

white and gracefully aloft on a breeze from the sidelines.

We slide toward an accumulation of embedded smiles and the adage “Something is

being eaten only to end” whispered the farm woman. In both her small diaphanous apartments

beyond the Facility’s interior river.. . in both there was a security man in a plush uniform

behind a low desk chained to a dusty blue railing. None of this belongs to us. None of this

could have been guessed. None.

The desk had roots which blushed, they wiggled into a green designer bag, the security

man sniffed at the wire handles of the bag as he dreamt of a woman’s smart hair-do as seen

from the trolley precisely as the small white face reappeared above the lobby, then vanished

into the forest across the hallway.

There was a blue glove that also twittered in the gallery breeze. There was a typewriter

covered in hair that was rolled into an opening on parallel grooves. “Something is being eaten

only to end.” The last afternoon lurked overhead bright, but in a tight stream dampens the

security man’s velvet tunic. Claustrophobia.

None of this belongs to us. None of this could have been guessed. None. “Something

is being eaten only to end.”



3. She Was Sleeping in Our Drag Line

My favored wall stretched to meet a lesser arriving from the hallway” was the final

sentence in the farm woman’s journal. It all lay beneath a brown thicket of lights, the rooms

themselves trifling matter. The autumn of porous garments and stallion masks and clouds in

arrears. Our shared body burrowed under a tub near the rusted gangway to comfortably

observe the small white face easing into the yellowy brown ditch, between the farm woman

and her table of theory bottles. One by one attracted by the oracle bubbles junior partners of

the shared body rub against the legs of the table to bond themselves to trembling mouth-forms

upon the wet reassurance. The blind evening flowed down the pipes to the Facility’s river.

Yet while the large animal doctor still stood sentry nearby, we could hear the

hammering echo off his hardened smock. A small sound corporate children hitting massive

rolls of silk with their wooden honey spoons. Their faces can only be imagined now.

We are strangling in cultural satisfaction to generate the accommodation signs,

gestures towards the numberless bird bones, pearl-like in the ported light. Such a vast

ignobility of darkness faints amongst the documents inside the theory bottles. Soft-bodied

contracts for the farm woman. Permission slips in cumulus. Constitutions on damp

embankments. That flower-bedecked impudence. The departure of the supervisor. The cage of

cheap achievement.



4. Age of the Bedroom Dogs

Uncertainty is always glass-faced.. .

In the grand pumproom the emaciated security man considers a dreadful dream. A

green breast wheels around the central fountain in the Night Manor spraying a stream of

molasses wine to coagulate into a ladder to lean against a giant bed. “It’s only a wire handle,”

flitters from the direction of the distant pillow. We gained the plateau. Beyond the frame the

running window of the upper gallery. As the small white face floated by inside orbiting the

company chapel. We move toward the logos.

And then. And now. The red tendrils awful networks deface the barrels of tiny

youthstones. A serrate musical note blew a cavern above the security desk, and all lit by two

burning dogs on the barrels in the depth of the cavern. This smell of lilac-infused glass nervous

in a particular rot, a prison of rot. It all felt carved in gigantic masses of delicate vegetal matter

buffeted by the gallery shutter breezes where the farm woman swam in the skin of the

atmosphere, the pores, and the small white face as it slipped behind a bright basket of peculiar

nicety at home in the business environment.

Our shared body heard the footsteps of persons outside. The ones who only wanted

waited. The giant bed moved down the track to the festering of enclosed alleyways. Where the

illuminating dogs crept over us to get to you.



5. Down the Enclosed Alleyway

There was no moveable light left. We approached the stateroom halfway down the

enclosed alleyway, a green box where two bird-shaped carts constructed of white chalk waited

to crumble. A tremendous noise from the stomachs of the carts. A whale buried in permanent

snow calling for equality. At this position the roots of the desk edged a pathway through the

rocky ceiling. A vegetal arch above our common head upon which could be discerned the

glimmer. A thick adipose substance which drips to the floor in small grey pyramids. All

directions. We heard the farm woman and the large animal doctor discuss the violent drenching

of the naughty willows. Unable to see them in the quickening precipitation of the fat which the

pipes cannot handle effectively. An odor of half-chewed aspirin hung above the area.

For a moment, the small white face rested upon the edge of the dense appreciation

pool, then flickered out over the peculiar arch into the hole created by the desire of the roots.

Winter arrives on the banks of the Facility’s interior river. Pushed indoors by the morning light

that curled from the bodies of the delicate saleswomen because of a heat differential. A sheet

of sticky fur passed between us and the door. A blue fire-drape.

The advent of a warmer breeze draws us to a subterranean park where howling

antelope pass in civility, their eyes filling with roots.



6. Entrance to the Tertiary Nature Chamber

And then. And now. The small red faces leak greasy streaks of pink loveliness. They

fall to the floor in front of the over-sized paper aeroplanes and in front of the loose hands

wired within the fog beyond measurement. A multitude of foxes start to hum. The rest areas

beyond the jammed entrance gasket have long been consumed by parasitic churches as if a

mountain went west on a rail obscured beneath a strange black water its flow regulated by

hydrating gasses. We shape our shared body around the steps which lead to the mountain’s

smoky-red maintenance gorges. We hummed in time with the foxes we found there.

It was an rentable park deep within the Facility arrayed beneath black clouds

manufactured in the Sunken Narrows where fungus-coated reticules were guarded by virtual

tigers. We steadied our communal mass against a blistered pylon to watch fish with human

skin swimming down to search for holes in the artificial lake bottom. To find only each

blocked by a toy lighthouse. All the twigs. All the leaves. Punctured by conventional

projectiles. Lay in a figure-of-eight about the jammed entrance gasket. The security man

pointed toward the humming foxes, who were now humming in time to our labored breathing.

We nudged our mass up the steps to the smoky-red maintenance gorges. We saw it covered

with grey cavities each more sentimental than the whispering twigs and leaves. We hummed

in time to these whispers. Then the foxes began whistling in time to our humming.



7. The Dew-Covered Chairs (Reconstitution)

The farm woman entered the tunnel of polite debris. There the evening’s metal frame

specked with damp vertical openings jutted out from the columnar sponge from which a

toasted lacquer seeped. A drop cloth for the perfumed shadows on the gangway. A colossal

hole appeared in the sky planks fringed with coffee-colored clouds that eventually broke off

and descended to the Sunken Narrows. To rain these small red faces onto the plastic glacier

where they turned black. Then later white.

A sudden realization rests upon our shared shoulders. The roots of the desk were

following us down. They were pushing through the obstacles. As we slog.

Pale green servants work their way across the artificial glacier to retrieve the scattering

of frozen black faces. They wrap them in black cloth to keep them warm. They drop them into

translucent envelopes to keep an eye on them. They place them on the chairs that hug the wall

as new intimacies ferment to a schedule.

How much time has passed. When since the dew-covered chairs looked natural

swelling in the rain to obscure the upper gallery windows. They melt only in industrial

sunlight. They ooze from a black courtyard suspended above the dwarf banana trees, apples of

ideas. They roll down the discomforting hillocks to the surface of a huge mirror that lay just

below the glacier. Not one in ten could tell them apart.

Our shared body immediately absorbs the presence of the envelopes on the chairs. As

we quickly sweat out ten toy lighthouses and ten theory bottles to rise up through the

elimination vents. To clog the gears of the strange black water. To swallow uninspected

statuary.



8. The Collective Mouth Speaks to the Farm Woman

“We were made in the shape of your low expectations and contained in collective

outrage. Precarious the ruins of the prime jungle squeezed through the broken exit gaskets.

Into the street where they are pulverized and rolled. Into cheap typewriter paper for unknown

novelists. In the summer of tears on pine staircases.”

“Yes, but the embedded smiles are suspended over the Atlantic with camel ligament

straps, waiting to join the small white faces in the upper galleries. You are merely the

precaution against obscure notions.”

“But we are descending, searching in the small diaphanous apartments and yellow

ditches for a little table the color of the sea, smoking and glistening, bored by its own expanse.

Upon it shall be the final theory bottle, filled with a shadowy oil, or the breath of the fatal

hour, the cleansing constellation.”

“You have already seen the pursuing roots of the security desk and the company

sanctioned breeze is due up next. A violent chorus girl is moving in Your direction.”

“The black swan boats still lie ahead of us, hidden beneath the bordello blankets,

jewellike and pretentious instruments of office politics. All our loved ones are innocent

blondes in the strange embrace of hardened concrete, weeping pearls on pine staircases.”

“Live the streets! Embrace the ruins!”



9. The Descent Steepens Past the Redundant Pillar

We turned to go, as the linoleum moon rolled into its railed housing. Through a small

window halfway up the structure, a decapitated billiard player could be seen. pointing at the

blue tiles fallen from the moon and forming a pyramid on the ground lightly dusted with

ceiling snowfall. There was a fragrance rising from the tip: boiling lettuce, deprivation,

obsolete liberation.

In this large chamber there were people who did not undress but dismantled, shedding

gears as they sat in spiked shadow chairs. Their rented sheep slept in an abandoned gin-palace.

It was the last dregs of the Execution Festival. Everything was obvious.



10. Wooden Bridge to Arch of Shadows There

There was a response meter on the end table and out of it the night pouring. In a

nomination of younger trees and confidant interpreters. Only then the large animal doctor’s

truck of misdemeanors. Well, the brave the brave confessor’s machinery encompasses these

injured hairdressers, and this competition shall not stand,” She apprehended the words and

launched the last morning invasion before Christmas fell.

Stick tight against her captioned thighs twice beaten storyteller. The scent of screams by frost

deformed and dance school recaps in the limbo mansion. And there we stand between the

instruction rooms twittered in omnisciences and a wooden bridge to arch of shadows there.

Dale Houstman










